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BOOK REVIEWS. 453 

Verbrechen und Wahnsinn beim Weibe. Mit Ausblicken auf die Criminal-An 

thropologie ?berhaupt. Klinisch-statistische, anthropologisch-biologische und 

craniologische Untersuchungen. By Dr. Med. Paul N?cke. Vienna and 

Leipsic : Wilhelm Braum?ller. 1894. Pp. 257. 

This work appeals primarily to psychiatrists and physicians only; but the ques 

tions which it touches are of grave import, affecting every profession and stratum 

of society. Amid all the intellectual and material advances of our epoch, crime and 

animality, instead of giving way before the general progress, have only increased in 

violence and intensity. The conditions of this deplorable state of things lie deep in 

the structure of the modern social organism, and it is the purpose of this book to 

contribute something towards the discovery of those conditions by the scientific 

method, as that has been applied in the asylums, prisons, hospitals, and schools. 

All this work is beginning to have its effect on legislation, which will be more 

effective the surer the foundations which criminology and psychiatry supply it. 

Dr. N?cke's book is devoted, as its title states, to crime and insanity in woman, dis 

cussing the subject under all forms and as developed by all the new anthropological 

and criminological methods. As Dr. N?cke has attained a recognised place in this 

department of research as a careful and trusty investigator, his researches will have 

high value and usefulness for the specialists of this department, and for all writers 

who now and then find it necessary to consult sources. //. 

Unsere Gewissheit von der Aussenwelt. Ein Wort an die Gebildeten unserer 

Zeit. By Dr. Johannes Rehmke^ o. ?. Professor der Philosophie in Greifs 

wald. Heilbronn : Eugen Salzer. 1894. Pp., 47. 

Prof. Johannes Rehmke's lecture on "Our Certainty of the Outer World," 

which has already reached its third edition, is a thoughtful investigation of one of 

the most fascinating of philosophical problems. The Professor argues : The prob 
lem whether the outer world exists or not is puzzling, for it strikes unsophisticated 

thinkers as being no genuine problem ; we are inclined to add that they are per 

haps after all right. We deem the pamphlet worthy of a synopsis of its arguments. 

The outer world is to those untrained in philosophical questions identical with 

the space-given data of our experience, which are contrasted with our self, the soul, 

or the ego. Our body forms a middle position, but has consistently to be classed 

together with the outer world. To the thinkers of classical antiquity this problem 

of the reality of the outer world did not as yet exist ; it was first produced by the 

emphasis which the Christian world-conception places upon the soul. The self 

assurance of the soul makes it difficult for us to find our way to the reality of the 

space-given objectivity, and in this sense St. Augustine prepares the way for Des 

cartes's universal doubt of reality. The cogito ergo sum is the result of the C hris 

tian idea of the all-importance of the soul. The thinkers of antiquity looked out 

ward to observe nature. The Christian looks inward and finds in the soul the 

starting-point of all philosophy. 
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